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Abstract—As the requirement of expensive and unreliable high band-width communication infrastructure is obviated, decentralized 
droop-like control method has been considered for power sharing implementation in autonomous microgrids (MGs). To this end, the 
power network is regarded as a communication link and voltage variables (magnitude and frequency) as control signals. This, however, 
reduces the stability margin of islanded MGs due to the interaction of droop controllers through the power network. Lack of inertia of 
droop-controlled power converters and low X/R ratio of interconnecting power lines intensify this interaction which may lead to the 
instability of Networked MGs (NMG). On the other hand, the existing parallel-based small signal model of MGs is inadequate to 
represent this interaction, as the adopted common-based reference frame (RF) is not applicable in islanded NMGs. This issue is 
investigated in this work in details and, inspired from power flow equations, a local RF is proposed to improve the small-signal model 
accuracy. Droop controllers are also correlated through the power flow equations to properly model their interaction through the power 
network. Moreover, the state-space model is developed in a fully decentralized approach which does not rely on any converter for any 
specific role. Eigenvalue analysis and simulation in MATLAB\SIMULINK platforms are executed to evaluate the effectiveness and 
accuracy of the proposed model.   
Index Terms—Droop Control; Dynamic Stability; Microgrid; Power Sharing; Small Signal model; State Space Model; Voltage 
Regulation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The microgrid (MG) concept has been proposed to gain the full 
advantages of renewable energy resources (RESs) penetration 
into power systems [1]-[2]. Among all benefits MGs provide, 
islanding ability is a remarkable feature, which enhances the 
reliability of delivered power to sensitive customers. Besides, 
electrification of countryside and remote areas is becoming 
reasonable by reducing costs and addressing environmental 
concerns related to transmission and distribution lines [3]. 
Autonomous operation of MGs, isolated from the main power 
grid, needs novel control schemes in relation to power sharing 
and voltage regulation [4]-[5]. MGs consist, indeed, of 
distribution generation (DG) units, such as RESs, energy 
storage systems (EESs) and micro-sources (MSs), which are 
connected to the grid via power electronic converters [6]-[7]. 
Furthermore, the small scale of DG units requires the control 
system adopted in the MG to be accurate to prevent them from 
overloading and to avoid voltage deviations [8]. Some control 
methods based on high band-width communication 
infrastructures have been suggested. Despite of the accuracy 
and stability of such control systems, the long distance between 
DG units makes them expensive and not much reliable [9].  
Utilizing the power network as communication links and its 
variables as control signals is a big ambition which is realized 
by droop-like control methods. Conventional droop control 
technique is implemented inherently in large synchronous 
generators in which the rotational speed of the rotor is drooped 
following an increase in the output active power. This 
phenomenon is employed to implement power sharing among 
synchronous generators by setting the corresponding droop 
gains. This method is adopted in f-P and V-Q droop-like control 
methods by which the frequency and voltage magnitude of the 
converter’s output voltage are drooped by an increase in the 
active and reactive power proportionally to the corresponding 
droop coefficients [10]. No need of communication 
infrastructure, easy implementation and plug-&-play capability 
are the significant characteristics of droop control. However, 
droop control functioning dependency on the power network 
and voltage variables, which has made it as a promising control 
method for MGs, also causes, as drawbacks of the droop 
control, inferior dynamic performance and stability [11]. 
Besides, lack of spinning reserve, low rating of DG units, low 
X/R ratio of the power network and converters with fast 
response (lack of inertia) make the stability margin of droop 
control much smaller [12]. So small signal modeling of the 
droop-based control system is essential to evaluate its 
performance and more importantly the dynamic stability. The 
droop control is situated in the primary level of the hierarchical 
control structure with special responsibility on MG stabilization 
[13]-[14]. Hence, in many of the works done to improve the 
droop control performance in MGs, small signal models are 
established to prove that the presented approach is effective 
[11], [12], [15]-[38]. However, these models are partial and 
incomplete.  
In [39] a pretty complete, yet not comprehensive model is 
developed in d-q synchronous reference frame (RF), which is 
used in [40]-[42] as well. The model is straightforward for 
parallel converters, but not for networked MGs (NMGs). 
Besides, this model is developed based on common reference 
frame (CRF), which is not an accurate model due to the absence 
of the slack bus in islanded NMGs [43]-[46]. This issue is 
investigated in this work in details. Furthermore, in the case 
where the converter of CRF is lost due to contingency, the 
model accuracy also will be lost.  
On the other hand, in the dynamic phasor models [47]-[49], 
the dynamics of voltage source inverters’ (VSIs’) inner control 
loops, i.e. voltage and current control loops, are ignored which 
results in an inaccurate model. It is, indeed, demonstrated in this 
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work that the inner voltage and current control loops, which are 
designed to compensate the LC filter dynamics and to reject 
disturbances (coming from events in the DC bus or to load 
changes) must be considered in the model; otherwise the model 
is not accurate and thus not reliable. This important issue, i.e. 
the voltage magnitude dynamics, has not been taken into 
account in the mentioned dynamic phasor-based models. As a 
result, the cross coupling between f-P and V-Q control loops in 
weak power networks (with low X/R ratio) is not appropriately 
modelled in those models.  
Furthermore, the key factor which must be incorporated into 
the small signal model is the fundamental principle of droop 
control, i.e. using voltage variables as control signals which 
operate through the power network. This is the idea behind the 
expression of “interaction of droop controllers through the 
power network” which is emphasized in this work. It is 
demonstrated that the critical dominant modes in the MGs are 
related to the droop controllers, which determine the dynamic 
behavior of the system. So, the interaction of droop controllers 
must be considered in developing the small signal model.  
This paper presents a systematic and comprehensive state 
space model (including DC link model) for droop-based NMGs. 
The novel contributions and superiority of the proposed power 
network-based (NT-based) model in comparison with the 
conventional parallel-based (PL-based) model [39] are outlined 
as follows:   
 The developed model is applicable to NMGs with arbitrary 
power network topologies; 
 The presented method is developed with fully decentralized 
operation of converters and without allocating a special 
responsibility to any converter. This feature enables plug-
and-play stability analysis as well;   
 The inaccuracy of the classical PL-CRF-based model is 
investigated in detail (Highlight2) followed by proposing 
local-based RF (inspired from power flow equations) to 
improve the accuracy of the proposed model. Eigen-analysis 
is conducted to prove that the adapted (NT-based) model 
exhibits significant improvements in comparison to the PL-
based model and also in discovering unstable regions more 
accurately; 
 The small-signal models of individual converters are 
correlated through the power flow equations, developed in 
the d-q RF so that the interaction of droop controllers through 
the power network is properly modeled (Highlight1). 
Moreover, state-space models of all the components are 
modified to be incorporated in the model; 
 Based on the modified model presented in this work, it is 
found that, in addition to droop gains, the X/R ratio of feeder 
impedance in the NMG (cross-coupling effect), power 
network topology, phase angle difference as consequence of 
increasing load demand, cut-off frequency of the low pass 
filters, and interaction of droop controllers are the most 
important factors influencing the stability margin of NMGs, 
while electromagnetic transient of power lines is not effective 
in critical mode oscillations and can be ignored; 
 The proposed model is a reduced-order model (Highlight3) 
that models power network via power flow equations and 
ignoring power line dynamics. It is also proved that the 
reduced-order model is almost as accurate as its full-order 
version. 
In Section II, power flow study is introduced briefly to 
highlight the importance of the modelling methodology. The 
expression of “interaction of droop controllers” and issues 
related to the conventional model are presented in Section III.  
The small signal model is developed in Section IV. The 
simulation results and eigen-analysis study are presented in 
Section V, followed by the conclusions drawn in Section VI.   
II. POWER FLOW STUDY 
Power flow study focuses on the power system variables, i. e. 
voltage magnitude and phase angle of the voltage at power 
network nodes and active/reactive power flowing through the 
interconnecting lines. As these variables are used in the droop 
control rules, it is desirable to know how these variables are 
correlated to each other in the power network. The power 
flowing from ith bus to jth bus is obtained as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Tiij i j ij j ij ij ij
ij
V
P V V cos V sin cos sin
Z
            (1) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Tiij j ij i j ij ij ij
ij
V
Q V sin V V cos cos sin
Z
             (2) 
where Vi & δi are voltage magnitudes and phase angle at bus i, 
respectively; Zij & θij are the magnitude and the phase angle of 
the ijth interconnecting power line impedance, respectively; Pij, 
Qij, are the active power and the reactive power flowing through 
ijth interconnecting line, and δij= δi – δj. By expanding (1)-(2), 
(3)-(4) can be developed as: 
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where Pi and Qi are injected real and reactive powers to bus i, 
PLDi and QLDi are related to the RL load at bus i, PLDCon,i and 
QLDCon,i are the constant P and Q loads at bus i, Γij is the ijth entry 
of the MG layout matrix which is 1 if buses i and j are connected 
and 0 otherwise, n is the number of buses. From (5)-(6) the 
output current of bus i is obtained as:  
1
n
od ij ij LDi LDConi
j
i i i i

 
    
 
  (7)
where iLDi denotes the local RL load current at bus i, and iLDConi 
is the constant load current at bus i which is considered as 
disturbances in this paper. 
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III. ISSUES RELATED TO THE CONVENTIONAL PARALLEL-
BASED SMALL SIGNAL MODEL OF MGS AND SOLUTIONS 
A. Droop controllers 
The f-P and V-Q droop-like controllers are adopted for power 
sharing implementation and voltage regulation in isolated MGs. 
By using them, the frequency and voltage magnitude of VSIs 
are dropped proportionally to their output active power and 
reactive power, respectively (8)-(9) [13]. The objectives behind 
droop control rules are to dispatch the active power among DG 
units and to prevent circulating reactive current between them 
[10]: 
0i pi ik P     (8)
0i qi iV V k Q    (9)
where V (V0) and ω (ω0) are the operating (nominal) voltage 
magnitude and angular frequency, respectively. P̃ and Q̃ are the 
average active and reactive power obtained from passing 
instantaneous active and reactive powers (P and Q) through the 
low pass filter, respectively, kp & kq are the f-P and V-Q droop 
gains, respectively and index i denotes the ith bus. It is worth 
mentioning here that in the autonomous MGs, the reference 
values of active and reactive power are considered zero to 
distribute the demanded load among DG units proportionally to 
assigned droop gains which, in turn, are specified by the MG 
energy management system according to the available capacity 
of generation units or optimally to maximize the MG’s energy 
efficiency. 
B. Reference frame  
Since the frequency is a global variable in the MG, active 
power sharing is implemented accurately so that the power 
sharing goal, i.e. kpiP̃i=kpjP̃j  ∀ i, j ∈ n, is established. So, from 
(8) the frequency is the same at all MG’s nodes in steady states. 
Nevertheless, the frequency dynamics at each node depends on 
the VSI’s output active power dynamics, which in turn, is 
affected by the power network topology of the MG. As a result, 
frequency at each node changes with unique dynamics in the 
MG. Now let refer to the phase angle dynamics. From (8) and 
noting that δ=ʃΔωdt, the phase angle dynamics at bus i is 
derived as: 
 0i i pi idt k P dt         (10) 
Although the steady state value of kpi P̃i is the same at all 
MG’s nodes, different dynamics of P̃i for i=1:n, leads to 
different phase angles at individual nodes. This phenomenon is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The area under each curve, representing the 
integral term of kpiP̃i at bus i, specifies the phase angle at the 
corresponding node. The difference between areas leads to a 
phase angle difference which is high in the dynamic state and 
should be considered in the small signal model. As the system 
goes to steady state the common area becomes higher which 
makes the phase angles at the MG nodes close to each other. It 
is worth noting that the phase angle dynamics is important 
because the sensitivity of the active/reactive power variation 
with respect to the phase angle is proportional to the square of 
the voltage magnitude; see (1)-(2). 
In the control system of VSI, 3-phase ac variables are 
transformed to dc variables in the d-q synchronous RF. The dc 
variables are manipulated in the VSI’s control loops and 
retransformed to the abc RF as control signals. On the other 
hand, as it is investigated earlier, the f-P droop controller 
performance leads to different RFs at individual generation 
nodes in the MG. As a result, control variables at individual 
VSIs are manipulated at different RFs. In developing the small 
signal model of an MG, it is necessary to link control variables 
at individual VSIs at a same RF. To this end, the CRF is adopted 
in the conventional small signal model of MGs presented in 
[39], which develops a PL-based small signal model of MGs 
including parallel VSIs. In the PL-based model, the RF of one 
VSI is considered as CRF. The MG’s power network, common 
bus and common loads are modeled in the CRF and the small 
signal models of individual VSIs are transformed to the CRF; 
however, noting that the phase angle of the CRF varies (maybe 
rapidly) in the islanded mode, these transformations haven’t 
considered the dynamics of the CRF in the literature. As it is 
represented later in this work, the CRF is not accurate and is not 





Fig. 1.  (a)  Frequency dynamics. (b) Phase angle dynamics. 
C. Power network 
Three factors are effective on the current dynamics (and 
consequently power dynamics) flowing through an 
interconnecting power line: voltage magnitude, phase angle and 
power line impedance. Let investigate the dynamic behavior of 
these items in the ijth power line: 
Phase angle dynamics is specified by f-P droop controller as 
represented in (10). Further elaboration on (10) together with a 






















                                             (11-a)  
where the local loads are ignored. Taking only the ijth power 
network branch into account, for the sake of clarity, and further 
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manipulation on (11-a) results in: 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
i
i ic pi c j ij ij i j ij
ij
i j ij
i ic pi c i
ij
i
pi c j ij j i j ij
ij
V






k V sin V V cos
Z
      

    
   
 
      
 
 
     
 
 




                                                                                         
(11-b) 
where ωc is the cutting frequency of LPF, Pij is replaced from 
the power flow equation (1) assuming sin(δij)≈δij and cos(δij)≈1. 
Consequently, the time constant of the phase angle dynamics 
(Tδ) is obtained as Tδ=2/ωc. 
Power line dynamics is specified by the electromagnetic 
transient with the time constant of an RL circuit which is TL 
=L/R. In microgrids, the X/R ratio of the feeder is low, 
approximately one (ω0L/R=1), which means TL=L/R=1/ω0≈2e-
3. 
Voltage magnitude dynamics is determined by the V-Q droop 
controller at the corresponding node. With a LPF for the 






















where the local loads are ignored. Taking only the ijth power 
network branch into account and further manipulation on (12-
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Z
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 





                                                                                          (12-b) 
where Qij is replaced from the reactive power flow equation (2). 
Consequently, the time constant of the voltage magnitude 
dynamics (Tv) is obtained as Tv≈1/ωc. 
The following facts can be conducted from (11)-(12): 
1. The cut-off frequency of low pass filter significantly 
influences the dynamic performance of the droop-based 
control system in MGs.  
2. The time constant of the interconnecting power line 
electromagnetic transient is 50 times faster than the f-P 
droop loop and 25 times faster than the V-Q droop loop 
dynamics (for ωc=10). So the critical dominant modes of the 
power flow dynamics through the power network are 
determined by the droop control loop located at power 
network nodes and the transient of interconnecting power 
line can be ignored. It is quite normal as the droop-
controlled VSIs are intended to mimic conventional 
synchronous generators’ behavior, determining the 
dominant oscillations of the bulk power systems.   
3. It is proposed that, in NMGs with low X/R ratio, low pass 
filters with lower cut-off frequency (ωc=15 rad/s) are 
adopted to decouple the dynamics of droop controllers from 
the feeder dynamics, which improves the stability margin of 
the MG control system. This is investigated through the 
eigen-analysis and simulation in Section V. 
4. In addition to the V-Q droop loop, VSI’s inner loops are also 
effective in the voltage magnitude dynamics. The VSI’s 
inner current and voltage control loops are designed to 
modify the LC filter dynamics in disturbance rejection and 
also to compensate the voltage fluctuations at the DC link 
(caused by changes in the produced or demanded power). 
To this end, equation (12-b) should be modified as: 
  0( ) ( ) ( )ii c i qi c i j ij j ij ij c
ij
V
V V k V V sin V cos V
Z
     
 




Where in s-domain 𝑉 𝑠 Θ 𝑠 𝑉 𝑠 , 𝑉 is the voltage 
magnitude determined by the V-Q droop controller at bus i, 
and Θ 𝑠  represents the dynamic model of VSI’s inner 
loops. Although, dynamics of the VSI’s inner loops have 
been considered in the developed small signal model (in d-
q RF) in this paper, it is beyond the scope of this work to 
develop a dynamic phasor model by taking the VSI’s 
dynamics into account in (12-c), which is the major 
shortcoming of dynamic phasor models in [47]-[49]. The 
closed loop dynamics of the VSI’s inner loops along with 
the LC filter determines complex-conjugate-pair critical 
dominant poles as illustrated in the eigen-analysis in the 
simulation section.   
5. The dynamics of voltage magnitude and phase angle at one 
node of an interconnecting power line influence the 
dynamics of those at the other nodes.  
The 5th fact above leads to the following highlight.  
Highlight1: Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the NMG’s 
network graph in which the droop-based converters are located 
at the graph vertices. The graph’s weighted edges denote the 
interconnecting power lines with a given impedance. Without 
loss of generality, considering the ijth edge and according to the 
droop control model, magnitude and phase angle of the voltage 
at the power line nodes are dynamically controlled with the 
fluctuation of flowing active and reactive power through the 
power line, Pij and Qij (-Pij and -Qij) at ith (jth) node. On the other 
hand, the power fluctuation through the network edges is a 
function of the voltages magnitudes and phase angles at 
network nodes (see (3)-(4)). This feature reveals the interaction 
of controllers at the nodes of the interconnecting power line via 
the flowing power. This idea is applicable to all the droop 
controllers which interact to each other in the NMG through the 
power network and should be modeled properly in the small 
signal model. To this end, the power flowing through the 
network should be inserted into the small signal model as 
function of nodal information, which are droop control signals 
(voltage magnitude and phase angle) as presented in (13).  
   , , , , 1 :ij i i j j ij ijijP Q f V V Z for j n        (13) 
In this way, since voltage magnitude and phase angle are 
considered as state variables (in the proposed model), controller 
behavior at the adjacent buses of the ith controller directly 
appears in the ith state model. 
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Fig. 2.  Interaction of droop controllers through the power network.  
Current (iij): in order to derive the current flowing from bus i 
to bus j, by applying park transformation to the RL circuit of 
the ijth interconnecting power line and ignoring its transient, the 
relation between current and voltage is obtained as: 
( ) ( )1
( ) ( )
ijd ij ij odi odj
ijq ij ij oqi oqjij
i cos sin v v
i sin cos v vZ
 
 
     
           
 (14)
where vo,dqi and vo,dqj are d-q component of voltage at bus i and 
j, respectively, which are represented at different reference 
frames and must be transformed to the same RF. 
Highlight2: in the conventional PL-based model of MGs, 
presented in [39], the CRF is taken to correlate d-q variables at 
different RFs. There are two main drawbacks with this strategy: 
1) since there is not any droop controller to specify the phase 
angle dynamics at the MG’s main bus, the PL-based model does 
not reveal interaction of droop controllers, 2) the idea of CRF 
comes from the idea of the slack bus in the bulk power systems. 
The corresponding synchronous generator at the slack bus 
(normally the largest one) does not participate in the load 
sharing and its duty is to provide spinning reserve (to hold the 
balance between production and consumption) and frequency 
regulation. So the frequency is fixed to a constant known value 
and the phase angle dynamics at the slack bus is negligible. In 
MGs, however, this is not profitable and not applicable to 
assign one DG unit as reserve due to the small scale of DG units 
[43]-[46]. So, representing the MG’s main bus, power network 
and common load models in an RF of a given converter (with 
nonzero droop gain), as implemented in [39]-[42], reduces the 
accuracy of the model, as the effects of other droop controllers 
on the phase angle dynamics in the MG’s common bus is 
ignored. This issue is illustrated in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a), RF of 
VSI i is taken as the CRF. Fig. 3(b) shows the small signal 
equivalent of the RF in the MG (please notice that the phase 
angle variation from the equilibrium point is represented (Δδ), 
while the phase angle value, and the phase angle dynamics at 
MG’s main bus (ΔδB), which is negligible, is ignored for the 
sake of clarity). Since the MG bus is represented in the CRF 
(DQB:dqi), Δδij is adopted, instead of ΔδjB, to correlate the small 
signal model of VSI j to the MG’s common bus which is not 
accurate. On the other hand, Fig. 3(c) shows the idea of the 
slack bus. Putting a large DG unit at bus i with zero or very 
small droop gain, limits the phase angle variation at bus i (Δδi) 
which makes Δδij≈ΔδjB. However, the model developed based 
on CRF is not a precise model and, as mentioned earlier, it is 
not applicable in MGs due to small scale of DG units and 





Fig. 3.  Inaccuracy of CRF in the PL-based model. (a) Schematic diagram of 
CRF applied to PL-based model (RF of VSI i is taken as CRF). (b) Small signal 
representation of reference frame in the MG. (c) Small signal representation of 
reference frame including slack bus (bus i), (Phase angle variation from 
equilibrium point (Δδ) is represented and ΔδB is ignored). 
To address this issue, in this work, the corresponding RF of 
each DG unit, of which the related state equations are 
developed, is considered as base and d-q components of voltage 
at other connected buses are transformed to this frame using the 
transformation matrix Ψ(δ), inspired from power flow 
equations in (3)-(4). So the current flowing from bus i to bus j 
(14) is modified as following (noting that the operator Ψ(.) 
satisfies Ψ(δ1) × Ψ(δ2) = Ψ(δ1+δ2)): 





      
                  
 (15)
Equation (15) presents the d-q components of flowing current 
from the ith to jth bus in terms of voltage magnitude and phase 
angle.  
Active and reactive power: to develop Pij and Qij as function of 
voltage variables, substituting (15) into (16), the power flowing 
from bus i to bus j is obtained as (17). 
ij odi oqi ijd
ij oqi odi ijq
P v v i
Q v v i
     
          
 (16)
   1ij odi oqi odi odjij ji ij
ij oqi odi oqi oqjij
P V V V V
Q V V V VZ
  
        
                     
 (17)
IV. STATE SPACE MODEL 
In order to obtain the small-signal model of the whole NMG 
shown in Fig. 4, firstly the state-space model of the 
conventional f-P and V-Q droop-based control systems for a DG 
unit are developed followed by presenting dynamic model of 
the load bus. Then the power network is modeled by modified 
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power flow equations in the d-q frame which are linearized 
around the equilibrium point. The power flow equations are 
developed using the state variables of generator and load buses 
and without defining any new state variable related to the power 
network, which results in a reduced-order model. Although the 
MG is considered in a balanced load condition, to eliminates 
zero components and avoid complexity in presenting the idea 
of the method, the model is applicable to unbalanced conditions 
as well. Nevertheless, this does not affect the accuracy of the 
model. It is supposed that there are k DG units, indexed by 1…k, 
and n-k load buses, indexed by k+1, …, n, in the NMG.  
 
Fig. 4. NMG topology.   
A. Generation buses 
The state variables for an individual DG unit are defined as 
(index i denotes ith DG unit):  
, 1,...,
TT T T T T
DGi DCi Drpi VSIi LCfi LDix x x x x x i k     (18)
where DC, Drp, VSI, LCf, LD indices denote DC link, droop 
controller, VSI inner control loops (including virtual 
impedance), LC filter, and local load.  
1) DC link: it is a parallel capacitor connected between MS’s 
output DC voltage and the inverter. DC link capacitor smooths 
the output DC waveform and helps filtering transients coming 
from the inverter side. The output power of the inverter follows 
the load variation quickly because of the lack of inertia and low 
output impedance of VSIs. On the other hand, MSs have slow 
response to load tracking which causes DC link voltage drop in 
severe load variations in autonomous operations of MGs. To 
model the DC link dynamics, the small signal model of the DC 
capacitor voltage is obtained as: 







2 2( )dci fdi fqii i i   (20)
where vDCi and CDCi are the DC link voltage and capacitor 
respectively, ipri is the output current of MS and idci is the input 
DC current to inverter. idci is obtained as (20), where ifd,qi are the 
d-q component of the converter’s output current. The converter 
switching losses are ignored. The MS output current is modeled 
considering MS’s response in load tracking as: 
1
( ) ( )
1pri dciMSi





where TMSi is the ith MS time constant in load tracking, Ipri(s) 
and Idci(s) are the Laplace transformation of ipri(t) & idci(t), 
respectively. The DC link state space model, from (19) and (21) 
and after linearizing (20) at the nominal operating point, is 
obtained as: 
,DCi DCi DCi DCi LCfi LCfix A x A x

   (22)
where T
DCi DCi prix v i      
 T
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   
 
 
vodi & voqi are the d-q components of measured output voltage 
(LC capacitor voltage). 
2) Droop controller:  
The integral term of angular frequency variation determines the 
phase angle (10). So the phase angle dynamics is obtained as: 
i pi ik P

    (23) 
In order to model the low pass filter transfer function, (with 
ωc/(s+ωc) from (5)-(6) P̃ and Q̃ are obtained as: 
  ,
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
n
c
i ij ij LDi LDCon i
jc









( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
n
c
i ij ij LDi LDCon i
jc





      
  (25)
where i and j indices denote ith and jth buses, respectively, wc is 
the cutting frequency of the low pass filter. The state space 
model of the droop controller is represented as: 
, ,
, , , ,
Drpi Drpi Drpi Drpi LDi Drpi LDi
Drpi LDConi Drpi LDConi Drpi PN Drpi PN
x A x B u





































Drpi LDi LDi LDiu P Q    , , ,
T










     
 
   
The index PN denotes the power network by which the 
controller interacts with other controllers. So inputs with this 
index “PN” are modeled based on (15) or (17). The dynamic 
models of (15)-(17) are presented in Section IVC.. 
3) VSI control loops: it is composed of two nested control 
loops: 
Voltage control loop: it consists of two control loops: a) droop 
and virtual impedance loop and b) PI control loop. Virtual 
impedance loop is added to boost X/R ratio of grid impedance 
artificially. Please see Fig. 5 for details. The state variables of 
voltage control loop are defined as: 
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, ,&di od refi odi qi oq refi oqiv v v v 
 
     (27)
where vod,refii and voq,refi are defined by the droop control and 
virtual impedance loops as in (28)-(29), and vod & voq are the d-
q components of measured output voltage. 
, 0 0od refi qi i vi odi vi oqiv V k Q R i L i     (28)
, 0oq refi vi oqi vi odiv R i L i   (29)
where Rvi and Lvi are the virtual resistance and inductance, 
respectively, and iodi and ioqi are the d-q components of DG unit 





Fig. 5.  Nested control loops of VSI. (a) Voltage control loop. (b) Current 
control loop. 
Current control loop: voltage control loop determines VSI’s 
output current flowing through the filter inductance. Current 
control loop removes the error between input reference current 
and measured current by conventional PI controllers. The 
output of current control loop is the input reference voltage to 
the pulse-width modulation unit (PWM) to fire the converters’ 
gates. Please notice both the output voltage measured at its 
output bus and input reference voltage to the converters are at 
same d-q reference frame determined by P-f droop controller. 
The state variables of current control loop are defined as: 
&
refi refidi fd fdi qi fq fqi
i i i i 
 
     (30)
where ifd,refi & ifq,refi are defined by the voltage control loop and 
ifdi & ifqi are the measured signals. The state space model 
representing the VSI control loops is: 
, ,
, , ,
VSIi VSIi VSIi VSIi Drpi Drpi VSIi LCfi LCfi
VSIi LDi LDi VSIi PN VSIi PN VSIi VSIi
x A x A x A x
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 T
LDi LDdi LDqix i i      
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     
 
   , ,
T
VSIi LDCon id LDCon iqu i i      
where iLDd,q are d-q components of RL local loads. 
4) LC filter: it is added to the inverter output to remove voltage 
harmonic components induced because of switching process in 
the inverter. The equations representing dynamic behavior of 
the LC filter are obtained in d-q reference frame as: 
1 1fi
fdi fdi i fqi Idrefi odi
fi fi fi
r




      (32)
1 1fi
fdi fdi i fqi Idrefi odi
fi fi fi
r




      (33)
1 1
odi i oqi fdi odi
fi fi




    (34)
1 1
oqi i odi fqi oqi
fi fi




     (35)
where ω is the operating radian frequency which is determined 
by droop control (8), rf, Lf, and Cf  are the resistance, inductance 
and capacitance of LC filter respectively, ifd and ifq are the d-q 
components of LC filter inductance currents, respectively, vod 
and voq are d-q components of the output voltage of DG unit at 
its related bus, respectively, iod and ioq are d-q components of 
DG unit output current, and vId,ref  & vIq,ref  are d-q components 
of reference voltage which are input to the converter. The state 
space model is given as: 
, ,
, , ,
LCfi LCfi LCfi LCfi Drpi Drpi LCfi VSIi VSIi
LCfi LDi LDi LCfi PN LCfi PN LCfi LCfi
x A x A x A x
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     
 
   , ,
T
LCfi LDCon id LDCon iqu i i      
5) Local Load: it consists of RL and constant loads: 
RL load: the dynamic model of the RL load branch is obtained 
as: 
1LDi
LDdi LDdi i LDqi odi
LDi LDi
R




    (37)
1LDi
LDqi LDqi i LDdi oqi
LDi LDi
R




    (38)
where RLDi, LLDi and iLDi are resistance, inductance and current 
of the RL load branch, and vodi & voqi  are d-q components of the 
bus voltage magnitude. The state space model of load current 
in d-q reference frame is obtained as: 
, ,LDi LDi LDi LDi Drpi Drpi LDi LCfi LCfix A x A x A x

    (39)
where 
T























































   
 
 
In order to obtain small signal model of local RL load in P and 





    
           
 (40)
The small signal model of load (P&Q) is obtained as: 
  , ,
T


























   
 





odi oqi LDCon diLDconi
oqi odi LDCon qiLDConi
v v iP
v v iQ
    
           
 (42)
Accordingly, the small signal model of the constant load (P&Q) 
is obtained as: 
, ,
LDConi
LDConi LCfi LCfi LDConi LDConi LDConi
LDConi
P
H x H u
Q
 
   
 (43)
where 
, 0 , 0
,
, 0 , 0
0 0
0 0
LDCon di LDCon qi
LDConi LCfi
































Then (26) is updated by (41) and (43). 
B. Load Buses 
Load bus includes its corresponding local load (where the 
dynamic model of load is obtained similarly to the local load 
model in Section IV.A) and shunt capacitor for power factor 




LBdi LBqi ij ijd LDdi LDCondi
jCi Ci Ci









LBqi LBdi ij ijq LDqi LDConqi
jCi Ci Ci





       (45)
where i=k+1, …, n and Cci is the capacitance of the shunt 
compensator. Consequently, the state space model is 
represented as: 
, , ,LBi LBi LBi LBi LDi LDi LBi PN LBi PN LBi LBix A x A x B u B u

     (46)
where 
T









   




























     
 
   
T
LBi LDCon di LDCon qiu i i      
The dynamic model of phase angle (Δδ) at load bus is obtained 
as:  
 tan /LB LBq LBdarc v v   (47)
Adopting (44)-(47) the voltage magnitude and phase angle 
dynamics at load bus are determined by currents dynamics 
flowing from adjacent buses. The currents dynamics, in turn, 
are determined by droop controller at adjacent nodes via (15). 
As a result, interaction of droop controller is realized at load 
buses, which is applicable to MG’s main bus as well. The 
complete state space model of each load bus is obtained as 
(combining capacitor and load models): 
, ,LBCi LBCii LBCi LBCi PN LBCi PN LBCi LBCix A x B u B u

    (48)
where 
TT T























, , 2 2 2 20 , 0
T TT T










     
 
   
T
LBCi LDCon di LDCon qiu i i      
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ALDi is similar in (39) except that kp (the droop gain) in a load 
bus is zero. 
C. Power Network  
The dynamic model of current flowing through the ijth power 
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i LBi LBi i LBj LBj
i i H x H x
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           
  
     
 
, , ,
0 0 0 0
,
0 0 0 0
ij ij
ijd ijd ijd ijd
odi oqi odj oqj
i LCf i i LCf j
ijq ijq ijq ijq
odi oqi odj oqj
i i i i
v v v v
H H
i i i i
v v v v
      
                
   
         
, ,,ij ij
ijd ijd ijd ijd
LBdi LBqi LBdj LBqj
i LBi i LBj
ijq ijq ijq ijq
LBdi LBqi LBdj LBqj
i i i i
v v v v
H H
i i i i
v v v v
      
                
   
         
 
The dynamic model of P and Q flowing through the ijth power 
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  
     
 
, , , ,
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,
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ij ij
ij ij ij ij
odi oqi odj oqj
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ij ij ij ij
odi oqi odj oqj
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v v v v
H H
Q Q Q Q
v v v v
      
                
   
         
 
, ,,ij ij
ij ij ij ij
LBdi LBqi LBdj LBqj
PQ LBi PQ LBj
ij ij ij ij
LBdi LBqi LBdj LBqj
P P P P
v v v v
H H
Q Q Q Q
v v v v
      
                
   
         
 
Equations (49)-(50) model all branches of the power network 
in a same way. In order to distinguish those branches which 
connect generation nodes to passive nodes or two passive 
nodes, the following item should be taken into account. The 
models of flowing current (49) and active and reactive power 
(50) through a given power line are modified according to the 
power line type: 
i) power line connecting two DG units: (1≤ i, j ≤ k) 
, , , , 0ij ij ij iji LBi i LBj PQ LBi PQ LBjH H H H       
ii) power line connecting DG i and load bus j: (1≤ i ≤ k, k+1≤ j 
≤ n) 
, , , , , ,0, 0, 0ij ij ij ij ij iji Drpj PQ Drpj i LCfj PQ LCfj i LBi PQ LBiH H H H H H       
iii) power line connecting load bus i and DG j: (k+1≤ i ≤ n, 1≤ 
j ≤ k) 
, , , , , ,0, 0, 0ij ij ij ij ij iji Drpi PQ Drpi i LCfi PQ LCfi i LBj PQ LBjH H H H H H       
iv) power line connecting load bus i and load bus j: (k+1≤ i, j 
≤ n) 
, , , ,0, 0ij ij ij iji Drpi i Drpj i LCfi i LCfjH H H H     
, , , ,0, 0ij ij ij ijPQ Drpi PQ Drpj PQ LCfi PQ LCfjH H H H     
 
RF at power network: the power network can be categorized 
into the following parts: 
1. Generation buses: the RF of generation buses is specified 
by droop controllers. 
2. Load buses: the RF of load buses is determined using d-q 
component of voltage at these buses as presented in Section 
IV. 
3. Connecting buses: the RF of connecting buses (buses with 
no generation units nor loads which connect more than two 
lines) can be determined with a process similar to load 
buses by assuming a virtual capacitor of a very small 
capacitance at connecting buses so that the capacitor 
current is negligible in comparison to the network nominal 
current. However, it does not significantly influence the 
dynamic stability of MG since the RF at connecting buses 
depends on RF of generation buses. 
4. Power lines: power lines are modelled by its impedance 
including resistance and reactance. The frequency 
variation at power network nodes affects the power line 
models by changing the line reactance. However, the 
frequency variation is not too much to be effective in 
dynamic stability studies. To investigate this issue, let take 
































. Hence, phase angle dynamics, as the 
consequence of frequency variation, is an important factor 
in dynamic modelling of NMGs affecting the RF at 
generation nodes. While, the reactance variation of power 
line as the consequence of frequency variation is not an 
effective factor. 
D. Whole NMG Model 
After inserting power network model into the model of each 
component, the state space model of whole NMG is obtained 
as: 
MG MG MG MG MGx A x B u

   (51) 
 
1 1... ... ... ...
TT T T T T T
MG DG DGi DGk LBCk LBCk h LBCnx x x x x x x      
 1 1... ... ... ...MG DG DGi DGk LBCk LBCk h LBCnB diag B B B B B B   
 10 
2 2 , 2 20 ( , ) 0
TT T T
DGi Drpi LCconi LDConi LDConi VSIi LCfiB B H B B      
1 1... ... ... ...
TT T T T T T
MG DG DGi DGk LBCk LBCk h LBChu u u u u u u      
, ,
T
DGi LBCi LDCon di LDCon qiu u i i        
AMG is presented in the Appendix. 
V. SIMULATIONS AND EIGENVALUE STUDIES  
MATLAB code is used to draw the eigenvalue loci of the 
developed model to evaluate its effectiveness. Simulations are 
conducted in Simulink/Simscape, Power Systems toolbox to 
obtain the variable values at the operating points and to validate 
the model. The simulated MG is shown in Fig. 6. The VSI 
control system which is adopted for developing the Simulink 
model is represented in Fig. A1 in the Appendix. The nominal 
frequency is 60 Hz, the nominal Phase-to-Phase voltage is 400 
V and the demanded active and reactive power representing the 
common load (CL) in Fig. 6 are 20 kW and 10 kvar, 
respectively. The demanded power is distributed among the 
VSIs according to the assigned droop gains represented in Fig. 
6. The reactive power, however, is not dispersed according to 
the droop gains, which is the main shortcoming of the V-Q 
droop loop in reactive sharing. This issue is studied in the 
literature [8], [27] and is beyond the scope of this paper. 
 
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the simulated microgrid; for meshed 
(networked) topology S1 is open, S12 and S13 are closed; for parallel topology 
S1 is closed, S12 and S13 are open. 
A. Model Validation 
In this section, accuracy of the developed small-signal model as 
well as the Simulink model are assessed using well-known 
facts, i.e. the higher X/R ratio of power lines the lower cross 
coupling between f-P and V-Q droop loops, and the larger droop 
gains the narrower stability margin. In order to identify critical 
dominant poles related to f-P and V-Q droop loops, the droop 
gains and the X/R ratio of power line impedance are increased 
to observe eigenvalues movements.  
The dominant eigenvalues of the meshed MG in Fig. 6 are 
depicted in Figs. 7(a)-(e). Increasing droop gains pushes the 
corresponding poles to the right side (arrow direction) and 
recognizes two sets of complex-conjugate poles, which as it is 
investigated in the following, reveal critical oscillation modes. 
Mode 1 specifies a low frequency oscillation related to the f-P 
droop loop and Mode 2 specifies a higher frequency oscillation 
related to the V-Q droop loop. In Fig. 7, the eigenvalues 
indicated by a star “*” with black colour are related to the 
nominal droop gains given in Fig. 6. The simulation results 
corresponding to the eigen-analysis are shown in Figs. 8(a)-(f). 
The following items can be deduced from the study which are 
confirmed from both eigen-analysis and simulation results: 
 When the X/R=1, the high cross-coupling of f-P and V-Q 
droop loops as well as strong interaction of droop 
controllers makes the NMG unstable. It is shown by both 
the eigen loci and simulation result in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 
8(a), respectively, both with the nominal droop gains given 
in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7(a), the eigenvalues related to f-P loop 
are located (originated) in the right-hand side of imaginary 
axis implying system instability. The frequency of unstable 
active power (frequency) oscillations given from the 
eigenvalue location in Fig. 7(a) is 20.1 rad/s and that one 
given from the time domain simulation in Fig. 8(a) is 22.2 
rad/s, which are roughly same.   
 With X/R=1, increasing the droop gain of f-P (V-Q) loop 
has an inverse effect on V-Q (f-P) loop, which realizes the 
cross-coupling effect. This can be observed in Fig. 7(a), as 
increasing kp (kq) shifts corresponding poles of V-Q (f-P) 
toward the left side. It is due to negative coupling of droop 
loops. To investigate this issue, consider the following 
equation which is a linearized version of the power flow 








Q Z V V 
     
                                              (52) 
Since, both f-P and V-Q loops are highly coupled and also, 
based on (52), the reactive power is negatively proportional 
to phase angle, the two loops are negatively coupled. This 
opposite effect comes from the high sensitivity of two 
droop loops to Δδ, proportional to |V|2 but with opposite 
signs. 
 With X/R=1.5, the control system is stable which is 
confirmed by both eigen loci and simulation result in Fig. 
7(b) and Fig. 8(b), respectively. However, the two droop 
loops are still coupled so that both of them oscillate with 
approximately same frequency as shown in Fig. 8(c); 
 With X/R=5, the droop loops are less coupled and the 
stability margins are improved. However, the cross-
coupling between two droop loops is high enough to 
modulate high frequency oscillations of V-Q loop into f-P 
loop and vice versa. This can be observed in Fig. 7(c) and 
Fig. 8(d);    
 The higher X/R ratio results in a larger frequency of 
reactive power fluctuations with a smaller time constant, 
while it leads to a lower frequency of active power 
oscillation with a roughly fixed time constant dominated by 
the cut-off frequency of LPF; please refer to (11-b) in 
Section III.C for details. 
 With X/R=8, both droop loops are decoupled, so that 
increasing droop gain of one droop loop does not affect the 
other droop loop as shown in Fig. 7(d). Fig. 8(e) also 
confirms this fact. Moreover, these two figures reveal that 
the larger X/R leads to a higher damping factor which 
suppresses the overshoot value. 
  Adopting virtual impedance decouples f-P and V-Q loops 
and improves the stability margins of NMG as illustrated in 
Fig. 7(e) through eigen-analysis and Fig. 8(f) via simulation 
results. Although the state variables related to the d-q 
components of line currents are neglected in the model, the 
proposed model based on the developing current as a 
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Fig. 7. Critical dominant poles for different X/R ratios of the NMG (the 
eigenvalues indicated by a star “ * ” with black colour are related to the 













Fig. 8. (a)-(b) Simulation results, frequency dynamics of VSIs 1-3. (c)-(f)  
Simulation results, active power and reactive power dynamics of VSI 1. 
B. Comparison with PL-based model 
Since accuracy and sensitivity of the proposed NT-based model 
to power network parameters are evaluated in the previous 
subsection through the time domain simulation, here only a 
comparison between the NT-based model and the conventional 
model of parallel MGs (PL-based model [39]-[41]) is presented.  
Fig. 9(a) shows the dominant eigenvalue loci in relation to the 































































variation of power network impedance. By decreasing the grid 
inductance, while the grid resistance is constant (which 
decreases the X/R ratio as well), the system becomes unstable 
due to the cross-coupling effect between f-P and V-Q droop 
loops. The NT-based model represents the unstable regions, 





Fig. 9. Dominant eigenvalues loci, (a) in relation to grid impedance variation, 





Fig. 10. (a) Active power and iod dynamics of VSI 1. (b) Reactive power and 
ioq dynamics of VSI 1. 
Fig. 9(b) reveals the unstable regions in relation to changes of 
the operating point (increase in the demand). Load raising leads 
to an increase of the phase angle difference between generation 
buses (Δδij) and consequently stronger interaction among droop 
controllers due to high sensitivity of power to phase angle. It is 
shown that the droop-based MG becomes unstable in some 
operating points after increasing the load, while this is not 
disclosed by using the PL-based model. To have an accurate 
linearized model when the phase angle becomes large, the 
operating points like power, voltage and current values are 
updated when the load is increased.   
Highlight3: In the proposed NT-based model, power network 
dynamics (electromagnetic transients) are ignored and this 
eliminates 2 states (d-q components of the line current) per each 
interconnecting power line. This reduces the order of NMGs 
state-space model considerably. In order to assess the accuracy 
of the reduced-order model, the NT-based model including 
power lines dynamics, namely “NT-based + line dynamics”, is 
developed and illustrated in Fig. 9 as well. Taking the line 
current as state variable makes Highlight1 impractical, while 
Highlight2 is still applicable. Despite that the line dynamics is 
not inserted into the proposed NT-model, which reduces the 
model dimension considerably, the model is accurate in terms 
of dominant poles. Moreover, compatibility of the current 
fluctuations with power oscillations is represented in Fig. 10(a) 
for iod with active power and in Fig. 10(b) for ioq with reactive 
power. This confirms that the current dynamics is affected by 
these two critical modes, while the feeder’s electromagnetic 
transient, which is ignored in the small-signal model, is not an 
effective element. 
C. Interaction of droop controllers and power network 
topology 
In order to demonstrate the interaction of droop controllers, 
simulation results for a meshed MG is compared with a parallel 
MG consisting of three DG units. Fig. 11(a) indicates 
eigenvalue loci of the parallel MG which is stable for X/R=1. 
Figs. 11(b) and (c) show the simulation results for parallel MG 
with X/R≈1 which are in consistence with eigenvalue study. On 
the other hand, the control system in the meshed MG with the 
same X/R ratio is unstable; as shown in Fig. 11(d). This is 
because of the interaction of droop controllers, which also 
makes the f-P and V-Q droop loops highly coupled. The related 
eigenvalue loci given from the proposed model are depicted in 
Fig. 7(a), and show unstable modes related to the f-P loops 



















































investigate the effect of the interaction of droop controllers, the 
relevant droop gains are considered zero making the control 
system stable, as seen in Figs. 11(d) and 11(e); the power 
sharing is lost though. In the next step, the X/R ratio is 
considered a little bit higher (X/R≈1.5). The eigenvalue loci in 
Fig. 7(b) reveal that the dominant modes are shifted to the left-
hand side, which means that the system is stable. This is 
confirmed by the simulation results as shown in Figs. 11(g) and 
8(h). The interaction of droop controllers, however, still makes 
the fluctuations of the system outputs too high in comparison to 
those in the parallel MG depicted in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) even 

















Fig. 11. (a) Eigen value loci of the Parallel MG (PLMG). (b)-(h) Simulation 
results for comparing dynamic response of the droop control in parallel and 
networked MGs with different X/R ratio. (b)-(c) Parallel MG (X/R≈1). (d) 
Networked MG (NMG) (X/R≈1). (e), (f) Networked MG (X/R≈1, kp=0, kq=0). 
(g), (h) Networked MG (X/R≈1.5). 
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Fig. 12. Dominant eigenvalues loci in relation to cut-off frequency ωc variation. 
D. First-order filter 
The eigenvalue loci of the control system in relation to the cut-
off frequency variation of LPF are shown in Fig. 12 (X/R≈1). 
The NT-based model reveals some unstable regions which are 
not identified by the PL-based model. In addition, the cut-off 
frequency of 15 rad/s yields the best dynamic performance 
which is verified by simulation tests shown in Fig. 13. 
Moreover, as per the simulation and eigen-analysis, the larger 
cut-off frequency ωc, the higher oscillation frequency of the 







Fig. 13. Simulation results for different cut-off frequency ωc. (a) ωc=5. (b) 
ωc=15. (c) ωc=21. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a comprehensive state-space model of the 
droop-based NMGs is proposed. The presented model is 
developed in a systematic way in order to enabling to obtain the 
small signal model of a partial or complete version of an NMG 
easily, without any concern about the topology of the power 
network. All important parts in the dynamic behavior of droop-
based control system of an NMG are considered in the model 
which includes DC link, f-P and V-Q droop control loops, 
virtual impedance, VSI inner control loops, LC filter, local and 
common loads and power network. The main contribution of 
the presented model is that the power grid is modeled 
appropriately so that the interaction of droop control loops 
through the power network is properly evaluated. Simulation 
results are adopted to verify the accuracy of the presented 
model. In addition, the developed model is a reduced order 
model in comparison with conventional one, without losing the 
accuracy. Eigenvalue analyses of the corresponding state 
matrix of the developed model reveal some unstable regions, 
which are not discovered by conventional parallel-based model. 
The stability margins of the droop controlled-MG in relation to 
the variation of grid impedance (X/R ratio to evaluate cross-
coupling effect), increasing load demand (phase angle to 
evaluate the interaction of controllers) as well as cut-off 
frequency of the LPF (to evaluate the time constant of f-P loop)  
are discovered more accurately by the proposed model. 
Although it is proven in this paper that power line dynamic is 
not an effective element on dynamic stability of droop-based 
NMGs, it is not a general agreement for low-voltage MGs with 
a fast-response control system which works based on high 
bandwidth communication network.  
The proposed model can also be adopted for synthesis of 
advanced controllers provided that relevant communication 
link and measurements are available to secure controllability 
and observability of the model. Nevertheless, it remains as an 
open research topic to develop a less complex model for 
advanced control systems which is considered as the authors’ 
future work noting that the VSI’s inner loops dynamics cannot 
be neglected by simply ignoring relevant modes to PI 
controllers. 
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Fig. A1. VSI control system adopted for developing the Simulink model. 
 
